Skin Care
Care
Skin
Each of these special blends has been formulated for the ultimate in gentle skin treatment. Soothing and silky is the general
idea. We want your skin to feel luxurious, even after extensive or excessive makeup use.
Designed for use by professional makeup artists on models and actors whose skin is often overused and mistreated. Note: Each Graftobian Skin Care product contains
a propriety blend of Aloe, Rhodolite, Smithsonite, and
Malachite to promote additional derma wellness.

Anti-Shine HD Foundation Primer
The perfect HD makeup foundation primer, especially helpful for use on skin types that tend
towards the more oily side of the spectrum.
Foundation primers do two things: First, they
prepare the skin with a light barrier which helps
to hold back oils from degrading the makeup,
helping to keep a makeup looking good for
several additional hours. Second, a good HD
primer will give a slight tack to the skin, but a
dry tack that will bond to both the skin on one
side and to the makeup on the other, again to
help hold the makeup for longer durability.

Hints From a Pro

Anti-Shine
Primer Tag

#12795 1/2 oz.

Brad Look

DERMACARE Recovery Balm:

OXYDERM Moisturizer:

#12792 2oz.

Brad Notes: “We keep our
Graftobian OxyDerm and
Aloevation in the refrigerator. The actors really like the
refreshing feel of the cool
lotions on their skin.”

OxyDerm provides the skin with vital
energy to keep it young and healthylooking, containing several exciting
ingredients to refine your skin, improve texture, clarity and tone, reduce puffiness, and improve the overall radiance of your skin. Directions:
Gently massage into face and neck
morning and evening to help deeply
moisturize and firm the skin.

#12796 1 oz.

For users of F/X makeups who extremely overuse and over stress their
skin. If your skin is required to be
abused due to several quick change
makeups, too rapid removal of prosthetics, etc., replenish lost oils and
soften your skin with DermaCare Recovery Balm. Also makes a great night
cream for those with very dry skin or
for those suffering from sun burn or
chapped heels.

ALOEVATION Toning /Smoothing Veil:

An innovative smoothing cream to instantly diffuse
lines and wrinkles. Contains our proprietary natural
stone and aloe complex for long-term benefits in the
reduction of facial lines and in dermal hydration for a
younger looking skin. Directions: Use in the morning
following moisturizer. Apply a layer to face and neck
blending downwards. Allow to dry prior to makeup application. Also makes a good primer for desert dry skin.

#12794 1 oz.

CREAMY CLEAN Cold Cream Makeup
Remover: Our Creamy Clean is a rich cold cream

makeup remover. Our blend of the finest waxes,
oils, and extracts serves to easily remove any and
all cream based and powder based makeups, while
offering the skin our soothing gentle blend of aloe
and mineral ingredients. Directions: Apply with fingertips or cleansing pad using circular motion to
gently loosen and remove makeup.
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#12790 2 oz.

For full information regarding the ingredients and their various properties, refer to the Skin Care section of our website:
www.GraftobianMakeup.com

